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Inflammation is a key contributor to both the initiation and progression of tumors, and it can be triggered by genetic

instability within tumors, as well as by lifestyle and dietary factors. The inflammatory response plays a critical role in the

genetic and epigenetic reprogramming of tumor cells, as well as in the cells that comprise the tumor microenvironment.

Cells in the microenvironment acquire a phenotype that promotes immune evasion, progression, and metastasis.
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1. Introduction

Cancer is a complex disease that is influenced by both intrinsic and extrinsic factors. The accumulation of genetic

mutations is a key trigger in the development and progression of tumors, but it is not sufficient on its own. In the early

stages of cancer, the immune system acts as a guardian and limits tumor growth. However, tumor cells can develop

mutations that allow them to evade recognition by the immune system, leading to their expansion and growth

(immunoediting theory) . To evade the immune response, tumor cells use various strategies. Recently, it has been

discovered that the genetic instability of tumor cells induces an inflammatory response due to the release of nuclear DNA

into the cytoplasm, caused by DNA repair defects . One of the contributing factors to cancer progression is persistent

inflammation, which is accompanied by the production of proinflammatory cytokines that recruit myeloid cells to the tumor

microenvironment. The myeloid cells then differentiate into immunosuppressive cells, thereby fostering an environment

that encourages tumor growth . In addition, inflammation contributes to the epigenetic remodeling of both the tumor cells

and the immune system, leading to the exhaustion of T lymphocytes and the acquisition of a malignant and aggressive

phenotype by the tumor cells . In this context, nutrition can play a crucial role in preventing tumor onset, reducing

inflammation, and influencing the genetic and epigenetic reprogramming of tumor cells .

2. Inflammation

Inflammation is a highly intricate process that is regulated by the immune system in response to external or internal stimuli

that threaten tissue integrity . The innate immune system is primarily responsible for triggering this response. It

recognizes molecules or portions of molecules that are released upon cellular stress or tissue injury, such as damage-

associated molecular patterns (DAMPs), or are specific to pathogens, such as pathogen-associated molecular patterns

(PAMPs). PAMPs and DAMPs bind to pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) located on the cytoplasmic or endosome

membrane, activating intracellular signaling cascades that result in the expression of proinflammatory factors . PRRs

include toll-like receptors (TLRs), retinoic acid-inducible gene 1-(RIG1)-like receptors (RLRs), cytosolic DNA sensor cyclic

GMP–AMP synthase (cGAS) stimulator of interferon genes (STINGs), C-type lectin receptors (CLRs), and nucleotide-

binding oligomerization domain (NOD)-like receptors (NLRs) (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Inflammatory signaling pathways. cGAS is activated upon the recognition of cytosolic double-stranded DNA

derived from viruses, bacteria, dead cells, or mislocalized endogenous DNA. Activated cGAS synthesizes 2′-3′ cyclic

GMP-AMP (cGAMP), which promotes the translocation of stimulator of interferon gene (STING) from the endoplasmic

reticulum (ER) membrane to the ER-Golgi intermediate and Golgi compartments. STING forms a complex with TANK-

binding kinase 1 (TBK1), which recruits and activates interferon regulatory factor 3 (IRF3), leading to the transcription of

genes encoding inflammatory cytokines such as interleukin 6 (IL-6), interleukin 12 (IL-12), and interferons (IFNs). RIG-I-

like receptors (RLRs), including melanoma differentiation-associated gene 5 (MDA5), laboratory of genetics and

physiology 2 (LGP2), and retinoic acid-inducible gene I (RIG-I), interact with viral double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) and 5′-

triphosphate single-stranded RNA and bind to mitochondrial antiviral-signaling protein (MAVS), which activates IRF3 and

7 via TBK1 and IκB Kinase ε (IKKε). Phospho-IRF3 and phospho-IRF7 transcribe genes encoding IFNs and

immunoregulatory genes. Toll-like receptors (TLRs) recruit adapter protein myeloid differentiation primary response 88

(MyD88) and TIR domain-containing adaptor protein (TRIF) upon recognition of pathogen-associated molecular patterns

(PAMPs) or damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) on the plasma membrane or in endosomes (not depicted in

the caption). MyD88 and TRIF initiate a signaling cascade resulting in the activation of NLR inflammasome, nuclear factor

kappa B (NF-κB), interferon regulatory factors (IRFs), or mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPK) which result in

transcription of proinflammatory cytokines and inflammasome component NLR family pyrin domain containing 3 (NLRP3).

The stimulation of NLRP3 and apoptosis-associated speck-like protein containing a CARD (ASC) primes the assembly of

the inflammasome complex, which triggers caspase-1 mediated cleavage of pro-IL-1β and pro-IL-18 and Gasdermin D

precursor, which forms a pore on the plasma membrane through IL-1β and IL-18 being released into the extracellular

matrix. C-type lectin receptors (CLRs) play a crucial role in modulating Toll-like receptor (TLR) signaling. They achieve this

through two distinct mechanisms: either by activating NF-kB via RAS-RAF1 dependent signaling, or by recruiting spleen

tyrosine kinase (SYK) to the phosphorylated immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motif (ITAM) of the paired

signaling adaptor Fc receptor γ-chain (FcRγ). The recruitment of SYK to FcRγ inhibits the recruitment of MYD88, thereby

reducing the production of TLR-induced cytokines (created with BioRender.com).

TLRs, transmembrane proteins, are located on the cytoplasmic membrane or intracellular compartments. They recognize

PAMPs or DAMPs, recruit MyD88 and TRIF adapter proteins, and activate the signaling cascade, leading to nuclear factor

kappaB (NF-κB), interferon regulatory factors (IRFs), or mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) activation and

cytokines, chemokines, and type I interferon (IFN) expression  (Figure 1).

The RLR family encompasses melanoma differentiation-associated factor 5 (MDA5), laboratory of genetics and

physiology 2 (LGP2), and RIG-1 . Upon engagement with double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) or 5′-triphosphate single-

stranded RNA, MDA5, LGP2, and RIG-I bind to mitochondrial antiviral signaling proteins (MAVS), activating interferon

regulatory factor 3 (IRF3) and 7 (IRF7) through TANK-binding kinase 1 (TBK1) and IκB kinase ε (IKKε) . IRF3 and

IRF7, in combination with NF-κB and activator protein-1 (AP-1), promote the transcription of type I IFNs and other antiviral

or immunoregulatory genes . Unlike MDA5, RIG-I also binds to double-stranded viral DNA and leads to the

expression of type I IFNs through the transcription of IRF3 . The RIG-I-mediated inflammatory response can also be

induced by lipopolysaccharide (LPS), interferon gamma (IFN-γ), interleukin (IL)-1β, and tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-

α)  (Figure 1).
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The cGAS-STING signaling pathway plays a crucial role in mediating the inflammatory response to infections, cellular

stress, and tissue damage by binding to pathogenic and nonpathogenic DNA . Upon binding to dsDNA, activated cGAS

synthesizes 2′3′ cyclic GMP-AMP (cGAMP), which promotes the translocation of STING from the ER membrane to the

ER-Golgi intermediate and Golgi compartments . STING then forms a complex with TBK1, which activates IRF3 and

NFkB, leading to the transcription of dozens of genes encoding inflammatory cytokines such as IL6 and IL12, as well as

antiviral type I interferons  (Figure 1).

CLRs are soluble and transmembrane proteins expressed by myeloid cells, particularly by macrophages and dendritic cell

(DC) subsets, which are divided into two groups: the mannose receptor family  and the asialoglycoprotein receptor

family . CLRs recognize mannose, fucose, and glucan structures expressed by pathogens  and promote

pathogen internalization and degradation, leading to subsequent antigen processing and presentation . CLRs modulate

cytokine production by inducing multiple signal transduction cascades mediated by immunoreceptor tyrosine-based

activation motif (ITAM)-containing adapter molecules such as the Fc receptor γ chain (FcRγ), or by activating protein

kinases such as RAS and RAF and phosphatases such as SHP1 or SHP2 .

NLRs form a family of PRR proteins, characterized by the presence of a C-terminal leucine-rich repeat (LRR), a central

nucleotide-binding domain (NOD), and an N-terminal effector domain . Based on their N-terminal structure, NLRs are

classified into five subgroups: NLRA, NLRB, NLRC, NLRP, and NLRX . Since only some NLRs, such as NOD1 and

NOD2, recognize and bind specific microbial products, NLRs serve as modulators of the TLR, RLR, and CLR signaling

pathways. NOD1 and NOD2 activate NF-kB by interacting with RIP2, a receptor-interacting protein kinase. The activation

of NF-kB by NOD1 occurs through the formation of a transient NOD1-RIP2-IKK complex, while NOD2 activates NF-kB via

RIP2-dependent ubiquitination of NEMO, resulting in the release of pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as TNF-a, IL-1b, and

IL-6, by monocytes and dendritic cells (DCs) .

The inflammatory response involves several NLRs, including NLRP1, NLRP3, and NLRC4, which form part of the

inflammasome, a multiprotein complex. The inflammasome consists of sensor proteins, such as NLRs, absent in

melanoma 2 (AIM2), and pyrin, as well as scaffold proteins, including apoptosis-associated speck-like protein containing a

CARD (ASC) and the cysteine protease procaspase-1 . The expression of pro-interleukin-1β (pro-IL-1β), pro-IL-18,

and nod-like receptor protein 3 (NLRP3) is regulated by NF-κB, which primes inflammasome activation. In the canonical

pathway, sensor proteins bind to DAMPs and PAMPs, leading to oligomerization and the recruitment of ASC to form a

multimeric complex called a “speck”. The ASC speck complex promotes the recruitment and activation of caspase 1,

resulting in inflammasome activation and the conversion of pro-IL-1β and pro-IL-18 into active IL-1β and IL-18. The

inflammasome also cleaves the precursor of Gasdermin D (GSDMD), releasing the amino-terminal domain of GSDMD,

which forms a pore on the plasma membrane. Mature IL-1β and IL-18 are released through this pore . The

secondary self-cleavage of CAS1 inactivates its enzymatic activity and inhibits inflammasome function .

In addition to the canonical caspase 1-dependent pathway, the inflammasome can be activated through caspase 4- and 5-

dependent pathways, known as the non-canonical pathway. This non-canonical caspase-4/5 inflammasome is activated

by intracellular LPS and requires NLRP3 for its activation. It plays a crucial role in supervising cytosolic Gram-negative

bacteria by sensing lipopolysaccharide (LPS). Extracellular LPS generated by Gram-negative bacteria is internalized via

TLR4- or RAGE/HMGB1-mediated endocytosis. 

Inflammasome activation can have mild or severe consequences on cell fate. Mild activation of the inflammasome allows

the endosomal sorting complex required for transport (ESCRT) machinery to remove GSDMD pores and repair the

plasma membrane, whereas robust activation of the inflammasome can generate a number of pores, exceeding the

capacity of the ESCRT machinery to resolve them. 

Inflammasome activation triggers the release of proinflammatory cytokines and DAMPs, including high-mobility group box

1 (HMGB1). HMGB1 can be released into the extracellular space both actively secreted by inflammatory and immune

cells and passively secreted by damaged or necrotic cells with compromised plasma membranes. These proinflammatory

cytokines and DAMPs act as chemoattractants for neutrophils, macrophages, monocytes, dendritic cells, and T cells. 

The activation of inflammasomes results in the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-1α, IL-1β, and IL-18,

as well as the maturation of anti-inflammatory cytokines like IL-37. IL-1α is responsible for inducing the release of pro-

inflammatory cytokines such as TNFα and IL-2, and acts as a chemoattractant signal for neutrophils. IL-1β stimulates

inflammatory responses by releasing pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-6 and IL-17a, as well as recruiting

macrophages . The pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-18 enhances adaptive immune responses by regulating leukocyte

trafficking via chemokine production and promoting the secretion of proinflammatory cytokines IFNγ, IL-2, and IL-12 
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. IL-37, secreted in response to inflammatory signaling, downregulates the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines to

restrain immune cell toxicity and prevent tissue damage .

Generally, organisms possess intricate systems that identify and eradicate pathogens, protect against external infections,

and maintain tissue homeostasis. The activation of these systems triggers an acute inflammatory response that involves

the remodeling of local tissue through the release of cytokines that attract immune cells and regulate their functions. Acute

inflammation is beneficial because it can quickly resolve tissue damage caused by pathogens or internal stimuli. However,

if acute inflammation fails to eliminate the causes of inflammation and repair tissue damage, the inflammatory response

persists, becomes chronic, and develops new characteristics that can damage DNA and compromise tissue health . 

3. DNA Damage Response in Inflammation

3.1. Mechanism Underlying DNA Damage-Induced Inflammation

DNA repair mechanisms and signaling pathways are closely linked to the inflammatory response. DNA damage activates

the cGAS-STING pathway, which induces the expression of type I interferons and inflammatory factors. cGAS triggers this

process by detecting endogenous DNA released from the nucleus, mitochondria, or micronuclei into the cytoplasm as well

as potentially exogenous DNA derived from pathogenic microorganisms . Micronuclei, which are small,

membrane-enclosed structures composed of acentric chromosomal fragments, are generated as a result of defects in

DNA repair processes, chromosomal segregation, and non-disjunction. These defects can be caused by mutations in

genes involved in the DNA damage response (DDR) and the regulation of the mitotic spindle, or they can be induced by

DNA-damaging treatments . Unrepaired or misrepaired DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) lead to the formation

of acentric chromatids that segregate improperly during anaphase, are excluded from the nucleus, and are enveloped by

the nuclear membrane .

Although the c-GAS-STING pathway serves as the primary mechanism to induce inflammatory responses to genotoxic

stress, DDR proteins can also trigger inflammation by directly or indirectly activating NF-kB. Damaged DNA, induced by

genotoxic agents, recruits and activates ATM and ATM and RAD3 related (ATR), which can stimulate NF-kB activation

through the following: (1) stabilization of GATA4 through inhibition of p62 and autophagic degradation of GATA4 ; (2)

assembly of an alternative STING signaling complex including the tumor suppressor p53 and the E3 ubiquitin ligase

TRAF6 ; (3) degradation of IκBα through the formation of the IκBα-β-TrCP-ubiquitin ligase complex and

phosphorylation of RELA (also known as p65) through interaction with protein kinase A (PKA) .

3.2. DNA Repair Deficiency Disorder and Inflammation

The DDR is a vital mechanism that ensures the preservation of genomic integrity and prevents tumor formation by

employing an intricate signaling network that detects, signals, and repairs DNA damage. Numerous recent investigations

have pointed out that the deletion or mutation of DDR genes, both inherited and spontaneous, as well as the genotoxic

stress induced by DNA-damaging treatments, can trigger inflammation by activating the cGAS-STING pathway and other

associated signaling cascades .

The deficiency of BRCA1 or BRCA2 tumor suppressors, which play a crucial role in repairing DNA breaks through the

promotion of the homologous recombination (HR) DNA repair pathway, and in maintaining the stability of newly

synthesized DNA strands by safeguarding stalled replication forks from degradation, also triggers type I IFN signaling and

anti-tumor immunity. Cells lacking BRCA1 or BRCA2 exhibit elevated levels of cytosolic DNA and the constitutively active

viral response cGAS/STING/TBK1/IRF3 pathway .

The c-GAS-STING pathway can also be activated by other proteins involved in DNA repair. For instance, the inactivation

of BLM, a DNA helicase involved in the repair of DNA double-strand breaks through the homologous recombination (HR)

pathway, can compromise the integrity of DNA by blocking the restart of stalled replication forks , as well as DNA

double-strand break resection  and Holliday junction dissolution. BLM mutations are responsible for Bloom syndrome, a

genetic disorder characterized by genetic instability and an increased risk of cancer.

Even the inhibition of proteins involved in base excision repair (BER) can elicit an interferon response through activation

of the cGAS pathway. Mutations in the DNA polymerase beta (POLB) protein, which is involved in BER and fills in single-

nucleotide gaps, result in replication-associated genomic instability and inflammation-associated carcinogenesis in mice.

This occurs because failure to repair the damage leads to the formation of single-strand breaks (SSBs), which are

converted into double-strand breaks (DSBs) during the S-phase of DNA replication. The accumulation of DSBs causes
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mitotic dysfunction, leading to an increase in micronuclei formation due to the mis-segregation of broken chromosomes

during mitosis. This, in turn, triggers a c-GAS-mediated inflammatory response by releasing cytosolic DNA .

3.3. Inflammation Promoted by Transposable Element (TE) Instability

Dysfunctions in the DNA damage response pathway can result in a strong inflammatory response by accelerating the

activation of transposable elements (TEs), which are DNA sequences capable of self-replication and relocating within the

same genome . The eukaryotic genome is primarily composed of repetitive DNA sequences, including satellite DNA

and TEs. TEs are divided into two groups: retrotransposable elements (RTEs), such as long interspersed nuclear

elements (LINEs) and short interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs), and endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) . Active

RTEs produce cytosolic DNA (cDNAs) that activate the cGAS-STING pathway and initiate the production of pro-

inflammatory cytokines, such as IFNα, IFNβ, IL-6, and TNF, through NF-κB and IRF3 stimulation. Although the mechanism

underlying RTE-induced inflammation remains unclear, it is believed that abnormal DNA damage repair mechanisms can

result in the accumulation and dispersion of cDNA in the cytoplasm by affecting the integration of RTE DNA into the

genome.

3.4. Inflammation Triggered by R-Loops Resolving Defects

Inflammation can arise from disruptions in the mechanisms responsible for maintaining and resolving R-loops. R-loops are

nucleic acid structures comprising DNA-RNA hybrids and displaced single-stranded DNA resulting from transcription and

replication . If these structures persist for an extended period, endonucleases cut the exposed single-stranded DNA,

leading to single- and double-strand breaks. Alterations in helicases, such as SENATAXIN, BLM, and WRN, and

endonucleases, such as ERCC1 and XPG, can impair R-loop resolution . The loss of tumor suppressors

BRCA1 and BRCA2, which are involved in repairing double-strand breaks, can contribute to an abnormal accumulation of

R-loops and cytosolic DNA, resulting in a heightened inflammatory response .

3.5. Anti-Tumor Cytotoxicity Mediated by Inflammatory Response

The effectiveness of chemotherapeutic agents, including anthracyclines, oxaliplatin, and doxorubicin, depends, in part, on

their ability to induce anti-tumor immune responses through type I IFN signaling and ISGs . Similarly, the anti-tumor

immunity triggered by ionizing radiation (IR) is dependent on the cGAS-STING pathway . Recent studies have

identified the accumulation of cytosolic DNA following chemotherapy or radiation as the trigger for cGAS-STING

activation, leading to the induction of IFN and ISGs . Cytosolic DNA is generated as a result of double-strand

break repair processes triggered by ionizing radiation or chemotherapy. Specifically, enzymes such as BLM helicase and

exonuclease 1 (EXO1), which play a crucial role in the final resection of DNA during double-strand break repair, generate

these DNA fragments that can either be enclosed in micronuclei or migrate to the cytoplasm, where they activate the

cGAS-STING pathway .

Inhibiting or deactivating DDR pathways can enhance the inflammatory response and improve the immune response

induced by genotoxic stress agents. PARP inhibitors (PARPi) increase endogenous genomic instability in BRCA1/2-

deficient cells and tumors by blocking DNA repair mechanisms and replication fork progression, which leads to an

increase in cytosolic DNA and activates the cGAS-STING pathway . As a result, ISGs are expressed in BRCA1/2-

deficient tumor cells and stimulate T-cell infiltration and activation, ultimately leading to tumor eradication in BRCA1/2-

deficient mouse models of ovarian and breast cancer .

4. Epigenetics and Inflammation

4.1. Epigenetic Regulatory Mechanisms

Epigenetic modulators are divided into (1) writers, which add covalent modifications to histones or DNA; (2) erasers,

which remove histones and DNA modifications; and (3) readers, which recognize and bind epigenetic modifications 

 (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Key epigenetic mechanisms controlling cancer, inflammation, and nutrition. Epigenetic mechanisms such as

DNA methylation, histone modifications, and non-coding RNAs play a significant role in regulating the expression of genes

associated with inflammation, cancer, and nutrient conditions. In cancer cells, alterations in metabolic pathways occur

during tumorigenesis and progression. These metabolic changes are often closely linked to epigenetic modifications and

are influenced by inflammation and nutrition. The balance of histone and DNA modifications is crucial for proper

regulation. The level of histone acetylation is regulated by the opposing activities of histone acetyltransferases (HATs) and

histone deacetylases (HDACs). High levels of histone acetylation promote gene transcription by opening chromatin and

facilitating the recruitment of transcription factors and the transcriptional machinery. Histone methyltransferase (KMT)

enzymes possess the ability to monomethylate, dimethylate, or trimethylate histone tail lysine and arginine residues,

which can subsequently be removed by histone demethylase (KDM) enzymes. The methylation of histones at specific

lysine and arginine residues is critical for determining the structure of chromatin and the recruitment of transcriptional

repressors or activators. The enzyme DNA methyltransferases (DNMTs) catalyze the DNA methylation of the 5-carbon of

cytosine, resulting in the formation of 5-methylcytosine. On the other hand, the removal of the methyl group is carried out

by the activity of the ten-eleven translocation (TET) methylcytosine dioxygenase enzymes, which progressively oxidize 5-

methylcytosine to 5-hydroxymethylcytosine, 5-formylcytosine, and 5-carboxylcytosine. Thymine-DNA glycosylase (TDG)

removes 5-formylcytosine and 5-carboxylcytosine, which are then replaced by cytosine. In human cancers, CpG

methylation promotes transcriptional silencing and malignant transformation, while hypomethylation of the transposable

element DNA leads to genomic instability and an inflammatory response. Long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) can interact

with chromatin modifiers and recruit them to the promoters of target genes, where they can activate or suppress

transcription. Additionally, lncRNAs can sequester chromatin modifiers away from the promoters of target genes and

regulate transcription. Mature microRNAs (miRNAs) are incorporated into a large protein complex known as RNA-induced

silencing complex (RISC). This complex either cleaves messenger RNA (mRNA) or induces translational repression by

binding to the 3′ untranslated region (UTR) of the target mRNA. Alternatively, it can induce translational activation if it

binds to open reading frame (ORF) sequences or the 5′-UTR. miRNAs can modulate gene transcription through direct

binding or by altering methylation patterns at the promoter level of the target gene (created with BioRender.com).

Histone modifications. Histone acetylation occurs on lysine and arginine residues and is carried out by histone acetyl

transferases (HATs), which act as epigenetic regulators. The addition of an acetyl group neutralizes the positive charge of

lysine and weakens the bond between the histone and negatively charged DNA, thus allowing for more open chromatin

and more accessible transcription factors . Histone deacetylases (HDACs) counteract the function of HATs by removing

acetyl groups from histones, thus promoting chromatin compaction and silencing gene expression. HDACs include four

classes; classes I, II, and IV are zinc-dependent, whereas class III HDACs, also known as sirtuins, depend on

nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD   (Figure 2).

Histone lysine methyl transferases (KMTs) label histones by adding mono-/di-/or tri-methyl groups to the lysine residue,

thus generating a histone methylation pattern known as histone codes . Histone methylation can repress or activate

gene transcription, depending on the position of the methylated lysine. The trimethylation of lysine 27 on histone 3

(H3K27me3) is known to result in the silencing of gene expression, whereas the dimethylation of lysine 4 on histone 3

(H3K4me) promotes gene transcription by increasing DNA accessibility . Histone-specific demethylases, like lysine-

specific histone demethylase (LSD)1 and Jumonji-C (JMJC) families, remove methyl groups from histones and modify the
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chromatin structure, promoting epigenetic plasticity and gene transcription modulation in response to internal and external

stimuli  (Figure 2).

Histone acetylation and methylation play a significant role in chromatin marking, controlling the accessibility of chromatin

to epigenetic readers, such as bromodomain and extra-terminal domain (BET) proteins. BET proteins bind to acetylated

histones via the bromodomain and enhance transcriptional activation by facilitating chromatin opening and recruiting

coactivators and transcription factors to gene promoters .

DNA methylation. DNA methylation is a mechanism of epigenetic regulation that involves the transfer of a methyl group

from S-adenosyl methionine (SAM) to cytosine on carbon 5, which is catalyzed by DNA methyltransferases (DNMTs),

such as DNMT1, DNMT3A, and DNMT3B. This results in the formation of 5-methyl-cytosine (5-mC) . Cytosine

methylation within CpG islands, which are genomic regions composed of multiple repeats of CpG dinucleotides positioned

upstream of the promoter, can repress gene transcription by preventing the recruitment of transcription factors or

promoting the binding of repressor complexes to methylated DNA .

Transcriptional regulation is tightly controlled by the coordinated action of histone and DNA modification proteins.

Methylated DNA interacts with the methyl-CpG-binding protein (MBD) family, which facilitates histone deacetylation by

attracting various transcriptional corepressor complexes that contain HDACs . DNMT1 and DNMT3a limit gene

expression by binding to SUV39H1, an enzyme that methylates H3K9 . 

4.2. Epigenetic Signatures Underlying Inflammation

Histone acetylation. Histone acetyltransferases (HATs) and histone deacetylases (HDACs) regulate the expression of

several genes involved in the inflammatory response . NF-κB-dependent gene expression requires the involvement of

histone acetylase, which will decompress the repressed chromatin environment through histone acetylation .

Several inflammatory lung diseases are associated with increased H3 acetylation in a specific promoter region that is

regulated by NF-κB. Histone modifications at specific acetylation sites (H3K9ac, H3K14ac, H3K18ac, H3K23ac, H3K27ac,

H3K36ac, H2B1KK120ac, H2B2BK20ac, H2BK16ac, H2BK20ac, H2BK108ac, H2BK116ac, and H2BK120ac

upregulation; H2BK5, H2BK11 downregulation) are involved in the pathogenesis of asthma . CBP/p300

acetyltransferase promotes the transcription of various proinflammatory cytokines, such as IL-1, IL-2, IL-8, and IL-12, by

acetylating histones associated with the promoter region of these genes . The enhanced expression of TNF-α upon

LPS stimulation is associated with epigenetic remodeling of the TNF-α locus, which is characterized by increased histone

4 acetylation . In paraquat-induced pulmonary fibrosis, elevated IL-6 expression depends on acetylation of H3K9ac in

the IL6 promoter region .

In contrast, certain proteins like promyelocytic leukemia zinc finger (PLZF) play a role in suppressing the inflammatory

response triggered by the activation of TLR- and TNFα-dependent signaling pathways. PLZF does so by promoting

chromatin remodeling, which, in turn, represses the NF-kB response by ensuring the stability of a co-repressor complex

that comprises HDAC3 histone deacetylase and the NF-kB p50 subunit .

Histone Methylation. The regulation of epigenetic histone methylation is crucial in the inflammatory response and has a

significant impact on the transcription of various genes, including those involved in the production of pro-inflammatory

cytokines. The histone demethylase LSD1 has various effects on the expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines depending

on the cell type and immune signals. In smooth muscle cells (SMCs) and hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs), LSD1-

mediated demethylation of H3K4me2 suppresses cytokine gene expression but triggers an inflammatory response in

conditions such as rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and sepsis .

Histone methyltransferases also suppress PRR signal transduction. Following papilloma virus infection, the E7

oncoprotein forms a complex with NF-κBp50–p65 and recruits histone demethylase JARID1B and histone deacetylase

HDAC1. This complex binds to a specific region on the TLR9 promoter, leading to decreased methylation and acetylation

of histones upstream of the TLR9 transcriptional start site . The overexpression of KDM5B/5C histone demethylases

has been found to have a detrimental impact on the innate immune response in breast cancer.

DNA methylation. The methylation status of CpG islands significantly affects the inflammatory response and the

progression of various inflammatory diseases. In systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), the overexpression of CD11a,

CD40L, CD70, KIR2DL4, and PRF1 in T lymphocytes is associated with DNA hypomethylation in promoter regions . In

pulmonary inflammatory diseases such as asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), hypomethylated

CpG patterns are correlated with disease severity. Specific DNA methylation signatures are present in ulcerative colitis

patients . DNA hypermethylation in the promoters of CXCL14, CXCL5, GATA3, IL17C, and IL4R and hypomethylation
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in the promoters of CCL25, IL13, IL12B, CXCL5, IL4R, IL17A, and IL17RA are associated with the onset or aggravation of

ulcerative colitis .

Non-coding RNA. Several microRNAs (miRNAs), including miR-126, miR-132, miR-146, miR-155, and miR-221, have

been implicated in the regulation of inflammatory genes . miR-10a, in particular, has been shown to suppress the

expression of inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-6, IL-8, MCP1, MMP1, and MMP13, in fibroblast-like synoviocytes

(FLSs), thereby preventing the release of proinflammatory interleukins and chemokines .

Long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) also play a role in modulating the inflammatory response by regulating the

ubiquitination, stability, and activity of proteins and remodeling chromatin. For instance, the MaIL1 lncRNA and lncRNA

NRIR have been shown to promote IFN-I production by activating the ISG pathway upon LPS stimulation .

4.3. Epigenetic Modulation of the Immune Function

In addition to their role in the inflammatory response, epigenetic modifications are crucial in the differentiation and

maintenance of T-lymphocyte functions. In the inactive or naive state, DNMT1 methylates the promoter regions of

transcription factors that define the T-cell lineage, thereby suppressing their expression. Upon antigenic stimulation, TET

proteins assist in removing the methyl group from gene promoters, triggering the transcription of specific transcription

factors, such as T-bet, GATA-3, RORgt, and Foxp3, which are expressed in each T-cell subset . The differentiation

of T lymphocytes into specific subsets, such as Th1 and TH2, involves epigenetic modifications. For instance, helper T-

lymphocyte polarization into the Th1 subset is characterized by an increase in H4 acetylation on the Ifn-γ promoter ,

while polarization into the Th2 subset results in the repression of Ifn-γ via H3K27me3 methylation by EZH2 . The

differentiation of CD8 T cells into effector T cells, such as cytotoxic T cells, is accompanied by increased expression of

IFN-γ, perforin (PRF), and granzyme B (GZB) genes due to demethylation of their promoter regions . LncRNAs

also play a significant role in the activation and differentiation of lymphocytes. Several lncRNAs, such as NRON, NKILA,

BCALM, GAS5, and PVT1, regulate the activation of T lymphocytes and the TCR/BCR signaling pathway by modulating

the activity of NFAT, NFκB, and MYC .

5. Nutrition, Inflammation, and Epigenetics

5.1. Role of Nutrition in Inflammation

Nutrition exerts a critical influence on the inflammatory response, as it regulates diverse genetic and epigenetic

mechanisms involved in this process. The inflammatory response is dependent on the activity of eicosanoid hormones,

specialized pro-resolution mediators (SPMs), and modulatory genes .

Eicosanoids are primarily derived from arachidonic acids, which are membrane phospholipids that are released upon the

activation of phospholipase A2 by an inflammatory insult. The intensity of the inflammatory response is proportional to the

amount of arachidonic acid present in the membrane . The production of arachidonic acid is contingent upon the

activity and regulation of two enzymes, delta-6-desaturase and delta-5-desaturase, which are responsible for converting

linoleic acid to arachidonic acid. Elevated levels of insulin activate these enzymes, and insulin resistance induced by

cytokines, such as TNF-α, can contribute to the production of arachidonic acid .

Specialized pro-resolving mediators (SPMs) are hormones derived from EPA, DHA, and docosapentaenoic acid (DPA),

which play a crucial role in the resolution of residual inflammation . These SPMs include resolvins, maresins, and

protectins and exert their anti-inflammatory effects by inhibiting the migration of neutrophils to the site of injury, promoting

the transition of macrophages from the pro-inflammatory M1 subtype to the anti-inflammatory M2 subtype and facilitating

the removal of apoptotic cells by professional and non-professional phagocytes .

The 5′-adenosine monophosphate-activated protein kinase (AMPK) gene is the most critical regulator of inflammation

modulation, as it inhibits NF-kB. AMPK regulates cellular energy homeostasis and is activated in response to energy

stress, leading to an increase in the AMP/ATP ratio. Activation of AMPK facilitates the metabolic shift from anabolism to

catabolism, initiates autophagy, which is vital for supplying energy, metabolites, and biosynthetic intermediates necessary

for healing inflammatory lesions, and stimulates mitophagy to replace damaged mitochondria with functional organelles

capable of providing the energy required for resolving inflammatory damage . AMPK activity is positively

regulated by the SPM signaling pathway, as the binding of SPM, such as Resolvin D1 (RvD1), to SPM receptors, such as

FPR2/ALX, promotes AMPK activation .
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Polyphenols, natural compounds derived from plants, fruits, and vegetables with antioxidant properties, can reduce the

inflammatory response and promote resolution of the inflammatory state through the indirect activation of AMPK.

Polyphenols, particularly anthocyanins, have been demonstrated to exert a positive regulatory effect on AMPK through the

activation of sirtuins. Sirtuins, in turn, stimulate the transcription of hepatic kinase B1 (LKB1), which subsequently

promotes the transcription of AMPK by deacetylating the AMPK promoter .

However, an essential requirement for an effective anti-inflammatory diet is a low-calorie intake. Calorie restriction (CR)

exerts potent anti-inflammatory effects through the activation of the anti-stress response, which leads to a reduction in

oxidative stress and the protection of DNA from oxidative damage by activating AMPK and suppressing protein kinase A

(PKA) and mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) signaling pathways, which are triggered by glucose and amino acids,

such as threonine and valine  (Figure 3). 

Figure 3. Nutrient-induced metabolic and epigenetic changes. The regulation of cellular genetics and epigenetics by

calorie restriction (CR) and periodic fasting (PF) is achieved through the modulation of metabolism and hormonal

systems. By reducing the levels of tumor growth-promoting nutrients and factors, including glucose, insulin like growth

factor 1 (IGF1), and insulin, these interventions inhibit the IGF1-PI3K-AKT-mTOR and protein kinase A (PKA) signaling

pathways, activate AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK), and lead to the activation of stress-resistance genes that

protect against the onset of age-related diseases. The decreased availability of glucose results in the liberation of amino

acids and fatty acids from muscle and adipose tissue, respectively. Amino acids are utilized for glucose production

through the process of gluconeogenesis, while fatty acids in the liver are converted into ketone bodies, which serve as the

primary source of energy during periods of nutritional restriction. These metabolic adjustments shift cellular metabolism

from glycolysis to oxidative phosphorylation. These modifications result in the formation of acetyl-CoA, which serves as an

acetyl group donor for histone acetyltransferase (HAT)-dependent acetylation of nucleosomal histones. The elevation of

NAD+ resulting from energy scarcity or the augmentation of de novo synthesis from amino acids, such as tryptophan,

triggers the activation of histone deacetylase (HDAC) sirtuins (SIRTs). These sirtuins subsequently deacetylate histone

H3, which in turn modulates the expression of metabolic genes and pathways, including glycolysis, gluconeogenesis,

mitochondrial respiration, fatty acid oxidation, and lipogenesis. α-ketoglutarate (α-KG), which is produced from glutamine

and participates in the TCA cycle, functions as a cofactor for the catalytic activity of lysine demethylase (JMJc) and ten-

eleven translocation (TETs) enzymes, which play a role in DNA demethylation. Variations in glutamine and glucosamine

glucose levels have an impact on the biosynthesis of uridine diphosphate N-acetylglucosamine (UDP-GlcNAc) and,

consequently, the O-GlcNAcylation (OGT) of histones and proteins, which subsequently influence epigenetic reshaping.

FAD+ levels generated by the KREBs cycle modulate the activity of LSD1 histone demethylases (created with

BioRender.com).

5.2. Role of Nutrition in Epigenetic Reprogramming

Epigenetic mechanisms are influenced by nutrition, which regulates metabolic pathways and produces intermediate

metabolites that serve as coactivators for the enzymes involved in the modification of chromatin and DNA. A diet low in

carbohydrates and proteins, including CR and PF, causes a metabolic shift from glycolysis to ketone bodies and fatty acid-

based oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS). This metabolic change results in alterations in the metabolites produced by

glycolysis and the Krebs cycle, such as NAD , flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD ), lactate, and α-ketoglutarate, which

impacts gene expression by regulating epigenetic writers involved in the DNA methylation and histone acetylation, ADP

ribosylation, methylation, O-GlcNAcylation, and lactylation .
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NAD  serves as a substrate for both sirtuin deacetylases and ADP-ribosyltransferases (ARTs). By adding ADP-ribose to

histone proteins, these enzymes promote chromatin relaxation and increase the accessibility of transcription complexes to

genomic DNA. As a result, the increase in NAD  induced by energy stress from CR leads to epigenetic remodeling and a

rewiring of transcription through the deacetylation of histones by sirtuins at certain gene loci and the ADP-ribosylation of

other loci, resulting in gene transcriptional reprogramming .

α-Ketoglutarate is a crucial metabolic intermediate of the Krebs cycle that functions as a cofactor for various chromatin-

modifying enzymes, such as histone demethylases (KDMs) and the TET family of enzymes, which are involved in DNA

demethylation with TDG. The metabolic changes that occur due to calorie restriction and fasting result in an increase in α-

Ketoglutarate, which alters the chromatin structure and DNA accessibility by regulating the activity of KDM and TETs 

(Figure 3).

FAD , a crucial redox cofactor that plays a vital role in numerous metabolic reactions, operates as a coactivator of histone

demethylases (JmjC). Reduced caloric intake, which is associated with caloric restriction and fasting, leads to increased

levels of FAD , thereby promoting the demethylation of histones and ultimately resulting in the remodeling of the

chromatin structure through the activation of histone demethylases  (Figure 3).

Acetyl-CoA, a product of the oxidative metabolism of glycolytic pyruvate, free fatty acids, branched-chain amino acids,

and ketone bodies within the tricarboxylic acid cycle, plays a crucial role in epigenetic signaling. It serves as a vital

cofactor for HAT acetyltransferase. During periods of fasting or caloric restriction, the scarcity of nutrients leads to an

enhancement in autophagy and mitochondrial metabolism, which results in a decrease in metabolic cofactors, including

acetyl coenzyme A. This essential compound is crucial for epigenetic remodeling and cell differentiation, leading to a

decrease in histone acetylation and subsequent alteration in transcription.

6. Inflammation, Epigenetics, and Cancer

6.1. Inflammation in Tumor Onset and Progression

Chronic inflammation and tumor-induced inflammatory responses play a key role in promoting tumorigenesis and tumor

progression by modulating the differentiation of immune and stromal cells towards immunosuppressive subtypes that

support immune evasion and tumor growth . The release of proinflammatory cytokines, such as IL-1, IL-6, IL-8, and

TNF-α, by immune, stromal, and tumor cells activates tumor proliferative and pro-survival signaling pathways, such as

NF-κB and STAT3 . Reactive oxygen species (ROS) produced by myeloid cells stimulate the tumor secretion of TNFα,

which, in turn, drives the release of proinflammatory cytokines, creating a vicious loop of tumor-promoting factors .

The production of ROS and oxidative nitrogen species, such as superoxide, hydroxyl radical, and peroxynitrite, by myeloid

cells during inflammation in the tumor microenvironment causes DNA damage. This, in turn, activates the previously

mentioned pro-inflammatory pathways, further fueling inflammation. This crosstalk between inflammation and DNA

damage creates a feedback loop that promotes tumor progression .

The inflammatory state within the tumor microenvironment could potentially be linked to the dysregulation of the

inflammasome as a result of genetic mutations that accumulate within tumor cells. Gain-of-function mutations have been

identified in NLRP1 and NLRP3 in various cancer types, including self-healing palmoplantar carcinomas, nodular

melanoma, lung adenocarcinoma, small-cell lung cancer, bladder, gastric, and pancreatic cancer. AIM2 and GSDMD are

overexpressed in non-squamous non-small-cell lung cancer, while GSDMD downregulation is associated with gastric

cancer .

Inflammasomes are activated in tumor cells, tumor-associated macrophages, tumor-associated fibroblasts, and bone-

marrow-derived suppressive cells, resulting in the secretion of IL-1β and IL-18 in the TME . The release of

IL-1β promotes the migration, invasion, and metastasis of melanoma and gastric cancer cells by increasing the

expression of matrix metalloproteases MMP-2 and MMP-9 . The activation of inflammasomes in myeloid cells, cancer-

associated fibroblasts, and tumor-associated macrophages has been found to be positively correlated with the metastasis

and poor survival rates of patients with breast and lung cancer .

6.2. Epigenetic Alterations in Cancer

The onset and progression of cancer are closely associated with changes in the chromatin structure, resulting in distinct

gene expression states and channel-specific phenotypic differentiation . Specific genetic mutations can alter the

signaling pathway that drives cells to adopt specific genetic and epigenetic states, ultimately conferring a cancer-related

phenotype .
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The process of epigenetic reprogramming in cancer is not solely attributable to mutations in oncogenes or tumor

suppressor genes. Instead, it is influenced by alterations in genes that regulate epigenetic modifications. These changes

in epigenetic regulation provide tumor cells with phenotypic plasticity and heterogeneity, allowing genetically identical cells

to exhibit distinct phenotypes and temporarily modify their expression. These characteristics of tumor cells contribute to

drug resistance, facilitate epithelial–mesenchymal transition (EMT), or enable immune evasion .

Histone alterations in cancer. Abnormal patterns of histone and DNA modifications are prevalent in numerous tumor types.

In human cancer cells, decreased global monoacetylation and trimethylation of histone H4 (H4K16ac and H4K20me3),

altered methylation status of H3K9 and H3K27, and hypomethylation of repetitive DNA sequences are often observed

. 

Somatic alterations in H3, particularly at amino acids K27, K36, and G34, promote the tumor initiation and progression of

pediatric high-grade gliomas, including glioblastomas (GBMs) . These amino acid substitutions affect H3 methylation

and acetylation, leading to an abnormal chromatin structure and gene expression.

Altered expression or mutation of epigenetic writers is frequently associated with several tumor types, including melanoma

and breast, bladder, endometrial, renal cell, liver, and lung cancers, and it is often involved in tumor progression and

metastasis .

HATs are crucial in tumor development, as demonstrated by recurrent chromosomal translocations such as MLL-CBP and

MOZ-TIF2, coding mutations (e.g., p300/CBP), and altered expression in solid and hematological malignancies .

Somatic mutations in HDACs do not seem to be a significant factor in the development of cancer, yet the expression

levels of various HDACs are altered in many types of malignancies. Cancer-related chimeric fusion proteins, such as

PML-RARa, PLZF-RARa, and AML1-ETO, have been found to contribute to leukemogenesis by bringing HDACs to

inappropriately silence genes, thereby promoting the development of leukemia .

EZH2 is a component of the polycomb repressive complex 2 (PRC2), which is responsible for silencing gene transcription

through the methylation of H3. Thus, both gain-of-function and loss-of-function mutations in EZH2 can result in chromatin

remodeling, which in turn promotes tumor development by either repressing tumor suppressor genes or expressing

oncogenes . In epithelioid sarcoma, EZH2 is constitutively active due to the inactivation of the SWI/SNF chromatin

remodeling complex, which functions antagonistically to EZH2 by promoting active transcription through chromatin

decompaction . The gain of function of EZH2 in mesothelioma is attributed to the mutation of BAP1, a deubiquitinating

enzyme and component of the PR-DUB complex. The inactivation of BAP1 results in an increase in ubiquitinated

H2AK119ub1, which then recruits the PRC2 complex and facilitates the methylation of H3K27me3 via EZH2. This leads to

increased chromatin compaction and gene repression .

Cytogenetics and next-generation sequencing analysis of diverse cancer genomes have consistently revealed frequent

translocations and/or coding mutations in numerous KMT genes. In acute lymphoblastic leukemia, rearrangements of the

histone lysine N-methyltransferase 2A (KMT2A) gene result in the production of aberrant fusion proteins that recruit

DOT1-like histone lysine methyltransferase (DOT1L) to incorrect sites and methylates H3K79, causing the expression of

oncogenes such as HOXA9 and MEIS1 .

Alterations in the expression of the lysine-specific histone demethylase LSD1 are frequently observed in various

hematopoietic malignancies and solid tumors, including breast, lung, colorectal, and prostate cancers .

Histone and DNA reader alterations in cancer. BET proteins have been implicated in a variety of diseases, including

cancer, inflammation, and metabolic disorders. These proteins have been found to promote cancer development by

altering gene expression in both tumor and TME cells . 

Multiple studies have reported alterations in the histone methylation lysine reader sequence or expression in both solid

and hematological tumors . Nevertheless, the precise mechanisms that connect the disruption of methyl-lysine binding

to chromatin to cancer development are not yet fully understood .

DNA methyl binding proteins (MBDs) serve as epigenetic readers because they bind to methylated DNA and recruit

enzymes that modify histones to coordinate chromatin processes. Mutations in MBD proteins have been identified in

various human cancers and have been shown to be critical in the development of neoplasms .

Alteration in chromatin remodeler in cancer. Chromatin remodelers are complexes that utilize ATP to shape the chromatin

structure by moving, evicting, and exchanging histones. They act in response to the epigenetic modifications of chromatin
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and DNA generated by various epigenetic writers. There are four main families of chromatin remodelers: switch

defective/sucrose non-fermenting (SWI/SNF), imitation switch (ISWI), nucleosome remodeling deacetylase/Mi-

2/chromodomain helicase family (NuRD/Mi-2/CHD), and inositol requiring 80 (INO80) family . Chromatin remodeling

complexes play a crucial role in granting access to condensed genomic DNA to regulatory transcription, thereby

functioning in opposition to polycomb complexes, which repress the chromatin structure. Alterations and mutations in

chromatin remodeler complexes can lead to an imbalance in the chromatin structure, which can promote tumor

malignancy by disrupting the balance between cell self-renewal and differentiation genes and upregulating the expression

of genes involved in cell cycle progression, cell motility, and nuclear hormone signaling .

6.3. Inflammation-Induced Epigenetic Alterations in Tumor Immune Microenvironment

Chronic inflammation can lead to changes in the TME that trigger metabolic, genetic, and epigenetic alterations in both

the tumor cells and the TME cells . Epigenetic changes can have a significant impact on gene expression and cell

identity, potentially leading to the development of malignant and metastatic tumor cells. In addition to cancer cells,

abnormal epigenetic modifications also take place in immune cells present in the tumor microenvironment. These

modifications contribute to the creation of an immune-tolerant state by inducing T-cell exhaustion, enhancing the

immunosuppressive activity of myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) and T-regulatory cells (Tregs) and decreasing

tumor-associated antigens and T-cell co-stimulatory signals.

Epigenetic regulation of innate immune cells. The function of dendritic cells, which are essential for T-cell-mediated

immunity, is altered in the TME. The epigenetic changes in the TME impede the maturation of dendritic cells, leading to

immunotolerant phenotypes with a low expression of the major histocompatibility complex (MHC, a key component in

antigen-presenting machinery) and co-stimulatory molecules . In pancreatic and colon cancer, FOXM1

overexpression, a transcription factor that suppresses DC maturation and function, is due to increased H3K79me2

methylation caused by dysregulated DOT1L methyltransferase activity . In the TME, KLF4 activation in dendritic cells

inhibits their maturation by promoting IL-6 release, a dendritic maturation inhibitor, through hyperacetylation of histones in

the IL-6 promoter . 

The microenvironment of tumors alters the function of macrophages, which are vital for both innate and adaptive immune

responses, by promoting their polarization from a pro-inflammatory M1 phenotype with anti-tumor properties to an anti-

inflammatory M2 phenotype with pro-tumor properties. Epigenetic mechanisms play a key role in regulating the

polarization of M1/M2 macrophages through the control of their key transcription factors . The release of IL-4 in the

TME promotes the expression of histone demethylase JMJD3 in macrophages, which then promotes the transcription of

M2 gene markers (such as Arg1 and Retnla) by demethylating dimethyl and trimethyl H3K27 (H3K27me2/3) in their

promoter regions . 

Myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs), including immature neutrophils and monocytes, are negative prognostic

markers. They infiltrate the tumor microenvironment (TME) and create an immunosuppressive environment that permits

tumor escape. The accumulation and immunosuppression functions of MDSCs in the TME rely on epigenetic processes.

The immunosuppressive activity and proliferation of MDSCs depend on the production of immunosuppressive agents

Arg1 and S100A8, which are regulated by the activation of STAT3. STAT3 activation relies on DNMT3a and DNMT3b,

which suppress STAT3 expression by methylating its promoter region . The inhibitory effects of HDAC11 and HDAC6

on IL-10 (an activator of STAT3) resulted in the suppression of MDSC proliferation . 

The status of natural killer (NK) cells, which play a crucial role in the immune response against tumors by eliminating

target cells and secreting cytokines, is often altered in tumors and is typically associated with reduced expression of

activating receptors, such as NKG2D, NKp46, and KIR2DS, as well as an increase in the expression of inhibitory

receptors, such as NKG2A and TIGIT. This is mainly due to aberrant DNA methylation and histone acetylation–methylation

in the promoter regions of these receptors. In patients with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), it has been observed that the

repression of NKG2D is linked to the hypermethylation and hypoacetylation of histone H3K9Ac in the NKG2D promoter

region .

Epigenetic regulation of adaptive immune cells. CD8  T cells are crucial in limiting tumor growth and preventing its

progression. The differentiation of T-naive cells into T-effector cells, central memory cells, effector memory cells, and

exhausted T cells depends on epigenetic mechanisms. However, the tumor and tumor microenvironment manipulate

these mechanisms to render T cells dysfunctional and exhausted. T-cell exhaustion is characterized by an augmentation

of transcriptional activity in genes associated with exhaustion, which is attributed to chromatin remodeling and relaxation.

The expression of exhaustion markers, such as Tim-3, HMG box transcription factor Tox, and Tox2, is closely tied to the

demethylation of their respective promoter regions . The lack of memory T cells in the tumor immune infiltration is due
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to specific demethylation at tissue-resident effector gene loci, such as CD39 and CD103 . In pancreatic cancer, tumor-

associated macrophages (TAMs) have the potential to impact the epigenetic landscape of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes

(TILs).

6.4. Nutrition and Cancer

Nutrition and diet have recently received considerable attention because of their potential impact on the development of

neoplasms and as a complementary therapy to enhance the effectiveness of anti-tumor treatments. Despite numerous

epidemiological studies assessing the effects of different dietary habits on health and cancer incidence, the results remain

inconclusive. These studies found statistical differences among various dietary patterns, but the differences were small

and difficult to reproduce . Confounding factors, such as socioeconomic status, age, physical activity, food

quality, and cooking methods, may also influence the observed benefits of different dietary habits.

Nutrition can affect tumorigenesis in several ways, including modulating the immune system and inflammatory state;

regulating endocrine factors, such as circulating insulin, insulin-like growth factor, leptin, and adiponectin ; and

influencing the gut microbiota . Although the mechanisms by which dietary macronutrients and micronutrients affect

the inflammatory state are not yet fully understood, vitamin deficiencies, excessive food intake, and food deprivation have

been shown to modulate the immune system and inflammatory processes .

Overnutrition refers to the intake of excessive amounts of both macro- and micronutrients, which are then stored in the

body’s tissues, especially adipose tissue. When there is no longer any space to store these excess nutrients, adipocytes

swell and undergo changes that result in chronic inflammation, which can lead to noncommunicable diseases, such as

diabetes mellitus, coronary artery disease, and stroke.

The overconsumption of food can lead to obesity, hyperlipidemia, and metabolic syndrome, which can cause chronic

inflammation and predispose one to cancer . These conditions are associated with an increase in pro-inflammatory

macrophage M1 and a decrease in anti-inflammatory M2 macrophages in adipose tissue, as well as an imbalance in the

intestinal microbiota that leads to an accumulation of bacteria that produce procarcinogenic metabolites .

Additionally, free fatty acids can activate Toll-like receptors, leading to the activation of the pro-inflammatory NF-κB and

JNK1 pathways . Overnutrition also leads to an increase in acetyl-CoA, overactivation of mTOR, and reduction in the

autophagic protein ATG7, all of which cooperate in blocking autophagy . The inhibition of autophagy can lead to the

accumulation of damaged organelles that favor the aging process, activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome , and

accumulation of oncogenic P62 .

An unbalanced diet (excess or deficiency of macro- or micronutrients) may increase the risk of developing metabolic

syndrome, which is characterized by elevated levels of various markers, such as C-reactive protein, glucose, IL-6, insulin,

leptin, triglycerides, and low adiponectin. These changes can lead to inflammation and impair the immune system,

increasing the risk of certain types of cancer. 

Micronutrients, such as vitamin B6 and 25-hydroxyvitamin D, have been found to exhibit anti-tumor activity and to

enhance anti-tumor immunosurveillance by preventing DNA damage and inflammation. High consumption of vitamin B6

and elevated plasma concentrations of its metabolite, pyridoxal-5′-phosphate (PLP), have been linked to a reduced risk of

cancer, including gastrointestinal tumors . Increased levels of 25-hydroxyvitamin D in serum have also been

associated with a decrease in pro-inflammatory markers and favorable prognosis in patients with breast cancer, prostate

cancer, or colorectal cancer .
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